HME TANKERS
The HME Difference
Industry Innovation
Imaginative and innovative, HME leads the fire apparatus manufacturing industry with
breakthrough engineering designs and the integration of leading technologies. HME
continues to shape the direction of fire apparatus functionality with new approaches
to creating more efficient, safer, and better performing fire apparatus.
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HME CUSTOM TANKERS
AND TENDERS
Built Tough and Smart for Durability
and Safety
Custom HME Tanker and Tenders offer tank capacities, extreme durability and stability control, to provide
the optimal balance of performance, value and safety. Stainless steel tanker-style bodies provide ample
storage for equipment and gear, while delivering years of corrosion resistant, maintenance-free service.
Proven and tough HME custom chassis, along with advanced suspension control technology offer
superior handling and stability, to prevent roll-over incidents common to high center-of-gravity fire
apparatus. HME can create precisely the tanker or tender design to meet your specific demands for
capability and capacity.

HME Tankers feature automatic suspension
control technology to enhance stability and
handling. Automatic stability controls help to
reduce the possibility of rollovers.

HME offers water tank capacities and
custom chassis and suspension ratings to
meet your department’s specific demands
for extended support in remote locations
beyond hydrant or available water sources.

HME offers air or electric powered side
dump valves with telescopic extensions to
facilitate faster tanker shuttle operations.
HME also offers integrated suction units to
access additional static water sources.

HME powered, folding and portable tanks
can be integrated into HME stainless steel
body compartments to offer additional water
sources for tanker shuttle operations.

COMMERCIAL TANKERS
Custom Tanker Capability in an Affordable
Commercial Design
HME Commercial Tankers deliver many of the same capacities, capabilities and features of HME Custom Tankers – but at
highly competitive and economical price points. Just like HME Custom Tankers, integrated suspension control systems,
stainless steel bodies for extended, maintenance-free service life and corrosion resistance, HME’s proprietary tank mounting
systems, and HME’s custom storage solutions, offer a tremendous value in tanker performance and capability in an
affordable Commercial Tanker package.

Proprietary HME water tank mounting
systems and engineering, integrated in both
custom and commercial tanker and tenders,
protect both body and tank from cracking and
damage due to chassis twist and vibration.

Corrosion resistant stainless steel bodies
offer a lifetime of maintenance-free service.
Modular aircraft quality construction makes
repairs easy and economical.

HME Hydra Technology™ expands tanker
performance and capability. Top Mount and
Side Mount pump control configurations are
available.

HME tankers, custom and commercial,
offer custom HME storage solutions to
accommodate additional equipment and gear.

HME TANKER FEATURES
HME Suspension
Control Systems

Proprietary Water Tank
Mounting Systems

HME has worked in partnership with a world
leading suspension control designer to create
a suspension control technology specifically
for application in high-center of gravity tanker
operations. The onboard automatic stability
control system senses vehicle direction and
automatically stabilizes the vehicle to maintain
balance and prevent rollovers.

Proprietary HME water tank mounting systems
and engineering, integrated in both custom and
commercial tanker and tenders, protect both
body and tank from cracking and damage due
to chassis twist and vibration

Side Dump Valves

Corrosion Resistant
Stainless Steel Bodies

HME offers air or electric powered side dump
valves with telescopic extensions to facilitate
more efficient and faster tanker shuttle
operations. HME also offers additional tanker
components, such as integrated suction units to
access additional static water sources.

HME Folding
Portable Tanks

HME powered, folding and portable tanks can
be integrated into HME stainless steel body
compartments to offer additional water sources
for tanker shuttle operations. HME offers a
number of power options for folding tanks as well
as manually operated units.

HME Stainless steel bodies, in both custom
and commercial tankers and tenders, resist
corrosion from extended exposure to water,
chemicals and harsh road salts. Aircraft quality
construction and modular designs make
damage repair easy and economical.

HME Hydra TechnologyTM
HME tankers are offered with HME Hydra
Technology™ to meet your needs for expanded
tanker performance and capability. Top Mount
and Side Mount pump control configurations are
available on both custom and commercial HME
tanker designs.
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